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HUESTIS Air wipes 
 
Huestis Industrial air wipes are used in the cable, wire and hose industry. They are quiet, 
highly efficient and make a profit on their investment within a short time, because the 
compressed air consumption is very low due to a special nozzle design. 
 
The air misers are offered from 3 mm diameter up to 178 mm diameter. Special sizes and 
rectangular nozzles are available. 
For the passage of knots, thickenings, splicing, etc., the nozzles open independently, so 
that damage is avoided. 
Due to the small size, they can easily be mounted in any cooling section. The nozzles are 
mounted in stainless steel holders with snap fasteners. The compressed air connection is 
provided with a quick coupling. 
 
 
HUESTIS Cable stripper 
 
Huestis Industrial cable strippers are devices for stripping or skinning cables and wires 
with core or conductor diameters from 0.8 to 100 mm. In many cases, just the recovery 
of one drum is enough is paying for the machine. 
 
 
How it works 
 
A hardened steel stripper foot sized closely to the core diameter separates the jacket from 
the core. The steel saw blade rides in a closed groove in the foot. Only the protective foot 
has contact with the core and makes a damage of it impossible. 
Furthermore a combined puller-chopper (JPC) for the cut jacket is available. This cuts the 
jacket to pieces of abt. 200 to 300 mm length. 
 
Advantages 

 No damaging of the core 
 Stripping in the coiling stand 
 Cable guiding by stripper foot 
 Centering by roll guides 
 Two cut heads possible 
 Puller-chopper 
 Up to 75 m/min. 
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